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Numerology - The Complete Guide to Unveiling the Secret Meaning behind the Numbers in Your

LifeYouÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re about to discover how to...In modern times, weÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re using numerology in

order to predict the future; however, itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s also used to us about one another. The day we

were born, our names and everything about us can be converted into numbers to be used in order

to tell us more about our futures, our pasts, and our presents. The numerology you will find in this

book is going to be simplistic and easy to follow as itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s for beginners, but I encourage you

to look on the internet for different equations you can use for different situations. There is a lot of

information out there if youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re interested in the secrets that numbers have to tell us!Here Is

A Preview Of What You'll Learn...Introduction to NumerologyNumerology KeywordsYour Birthdate

MeaningThe Inner Dreams NumberRelationship NumbersMuch, much more!The New Age

Handbook will show you..Ã¢â‚¬Å“Ever wondered if you can improve your life with New Age

solutions? Here are some great solutions on how to reinvent your life through New Age

thinking!"Are you looking for something more out of life? If so, you are not alone. Many people are

today and find the solution in the New Age Movement.The New Age movement adopts ideas from a

number of different movements that emphasize spirituality and the spiritual conscious mind. The

main idea is to enforce serenity of the mind.Download your copy today and receive an Ebook for

FREE!Sarah ThompsonÃ‚Â© 2015 All Rights ReservedTags: Astrology, Beginner's Guide, Fortune

Telling, Complete Book, New Age, Divination, Colors and numbers, Law of Attraction
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This book consists of basic concepts of Numerology. In this book author explains how to calculate

life path number, destiny number, etc. ItÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s an introductory book on numerology.I

can't believe all the things written in this book could really be true. Numerology is studying about

your life through numbers such as birthdays. In this book, you will find instructions about interpreting

your birthday to get a number and then reading the description of that number and find out about

yourself. This book is entertaining, though. If you do not have something to read on your free time,

this is a good book to read. Something new can be learnt from this book just like other ordinary

books. This is good for number lovers. This book does not have complex calculation so nothing to

worry.This book explains you everything you need to know about numerology a gives you an

impressive amount of tips and recommendations that you could easily follow and also gives you

great examples of what you need to do to get the answers you are seeking. If you hated math you

will feel quite the opposite with numerology and appreciate how beneficial would be to your life. I

know now that numerology can be practiced along with other forecast methods. I also learned how

long numerology takes to give results. This book is interesting for people who are working

something related to the numerology, but complete beginners can read something interesting as

well. I highly recommend this book if you're new to numerology!!!!!!!

With all honesty since I grew up in a religious family and studied in a Catholic school I am not really

a firm believer of Numerology. Although, when you got nothing to do and you want something to

entertain your idle time then this book is definitely a fun and interesting read. I do agree that some of

the things the book mentioned fits well my personality. Maybe there must be some truths to these

kind of things. The book, I fund it too brief. I wish that it's more longer and more explanations in

each chapter. The chapters were organized though and it's well-written. I did not see any major

grammar lapses or even typing errors. I think this is a cool and entertaining book.



This is the best book about numerology I've read, it was written by a master, he explains the

spiritual aspects of Numerology very well. I think numerology is a must learn for everyone, it will

help you understand yourself as well as other people's behavior and it can be a guide to achieve

greatness. I will definitely recommend this book to anyone, most specially people having identity

crisis. This will help with your personal growth!

I'm always looking to broaden my knowledge of useless things, and this satisfied a little curiosity I

had about Numerology. It's a little vague on how to figure out your numbers. It says to use your birth

date and your full birth name converted to numbers. But it doesn't tell you to keep adding those

numbers until you get to the single digit of any # 1 to 9, or the double digits of 11 or 22. Then those

numbers can then be used to find your "Life Path", "Inner Dreams", and "Relationships" with other

numbers. It really is a quite a short book, and doesn't say much specificity on anything.

My attention was captured by this book as it involves numbers which we can actually used and

maximized in our everyday lives. This book introduced me to the basics of numerology and how it

can be applicable in our lives. Basic background where numerology started has been provided

including all the keywords and birthdate meaning as most people belives plays a major role on the

success or destiny of their life. This is an interesting read for me as I explored how inner dream

numbers is correlated to possible accomplishments in life. Indeed there has been studies, proofs

maybe or scientific evidence numbers does with our lives it may be related to marriage, work,health,

card reading still these are just mere realizations and guidance for us. Nice informative read read

about how numbers role in our lives.

This is a great book on Numerology.All of the things that I need to know about the secret meaning

behind the numbers in my life are already included and well written inside. Sarah Thompson has

done an incredible awesome job in compiling and creating this book.Also the unique parts of this

book is the compilations of the ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“Your Birthdate Meaning, The Inner Dreams Number

& Relationship NumbersÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â•. Very informative and well explained.This book is really a

great resource for those who want to learn more about Numerology.

This book is well written and informative too. Throughout this book I have come to know a lot of

things about Numerology that I never heard or read before. The author ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“Sarah

ThompsonÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• has done an excellent job and described each everything about the



main topic very nicely. This book helped me to understand about the Numerology keywords,

Birth-date meanings, secret behind the number of my life and much more things.

ItÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s really a good read and helped me to enlarge my knowledge. Honestly, you can

better try to read this book to get a better understanding about Numerology.

This is a very nicely written book by the author who knows about numerology. I love the in depth

information. This eBook covers a brief history and origin of Numerology, the other forms of

Numerology and a complete detailed description about numerology. You have to skip around to the

parts that are relevant to you, which make sense, but this is why I think it is a good introduction and

good to get your feet wet with beginner information. I learned the basics of what my numbers mean,

and now if I want to springboard from there I can take the information. I thoroughly enjoyed this

book!
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